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One Handed Gaming (Oneswitch.org.uk - GAconf March 2022)  

 
One Handed Gamers span all demographics. They include: 
 

• Amputees. 

• People with paralysis. 

• People with a much preferred side. 

• Some with an arm, wrist or hand injury. 

• Some born without a pair of fully functioning hands. 

• Those who prefer or need games with simpler controls. 

• And anyone doing two things at once, such as streamers, note takers and 
map makers. And maybe Bryan Ferry (see above). 

 
Among these people: 
 

• Some will use one hand and another part of the body to play. 

• Some will have less than 4 fingers and a thumb. 

• Some will have a limited finger span or reach. 

• Some won’t be able to manage VR and Wii like motion tracked controls. 

• Some will only have the standard supplied controller. 

• Some will use something more custom. 

• Some will find play painful. 

• Some will give up if unable to find a comfortable way to play.  
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From the start of electronic gaming, there have been one-handed games.  
 
Spotlight Golf from 1936 is believed to be the World’s first electronic computer 
game. This ingenious golf simulator used real golf clubs and as such could be 
played one-handed as with the real thing. 
 

 
 

Atari’s Pong ignited the 1970s craze for interactive “Television Tennis”. One dial 
and automatically served balls at its most pure. Home Pong rip-offs often came 
with a realistic looking light-gun controller. Also, one-hand accessible for many.  
 

   
 

https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/the-spotlight-golf-machine-display/AAH1KrS5ZQ38MA
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Golden age arcade games with one-hand controls were in the minority. They 
were, however, often legendary, including: Super Breakout, Pac-Man, Ms. Pac-
Man, Frogger, Gorf, Star Wars and Marble Madness.  
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Bally Midway’s GORF used an ambidextrous pistol-trigger grip joystick, later seen 
in SEGA’s pioneering laser-disc game Astron Belt.  
 
Atari’s Star Wars analogue yoke controller gave one hand access to one of the 
greatest arcade games of all time. 
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Atari’s Marble Madness used a single track-ball per player to race through a 
classic obstacle course. This approach would be used many years later with a 
giant glitter ball in SEGA’s Super Monkey Ball Ticket Blitz. 
 
Playing with more complex controls than you can easily reach demands 
uncomfortable contortions and an arpeggiated panicked dance between controls. 
Williams Electronics’ twin-stick shooter Robotron: 2084, gave an ominous glimpse 
of the future in more ways than one. 
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The 1977 Atari VCS sparked a high-point in one-hand game accessibility. It 
launched with a “DE9” joystick connector that became the standard of 1980s 
home computing. On the VCS, if you had a one-handed joystick and could reach 
the console to press “game reset”, you could expect to be able to play almost any 
game as well with one-hand as with two. 
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The unrestricted Atari VCS joystick standard led to a massive choice for gamers 
across many platforms, to suit all budgets. 
 

    
 

     
 

    
 

      
 
Among this small sample are controllers with interchangeable handles, auto-fire 
and fingertip control. See more at the AtariCompendium.com archives. 
 

https://web.archive.org/web/20210713194746/http:/www.ataricompendium.com/game_library/controllers/controllers.html
http://www.ataricompendium.com/game_library/controllers/controllers.html
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Popular home computers of the 1980s lacking an Atari joystick port commonly 
made use of adapters to tap into this huge resource. Commercial control 
remapping devices soon surfaced, greatly improving access. 
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Among these 80s computers lacking an Atari joystick port, most used the 
keyboard for a way to play. For slower paced games, one-finger typing would be 
enough. For faster action titles, it wasn’t uncommon to be offered the option of 
redefining your keys, such as with Chuckie Egg on the ZX Spectrum and BBC 
Micro. This enabled keys to be clustered into a one-handed arrangement to suit. 
Some games would need to wait for a “cracked” version or emulation many years 
later to become this accessible. 
 

   
 
In 1983 Atari recognised that some children couldn’t manage their standard 
joysticks nor the pressure of many of their games. Alongside the Children’s 
Television Workshop, Atari released the Kid’s Controller and a range of Sesame 
Street themed game cartridges. This accessible controller consisted of a large flat 
number pad with game overlays using large symbols to denote where to press 
and what that should do. A single finger that could the controls was enough. 
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The Apple Mac, Atari ST, Commodore Amiga and early Microsoft Windows 
popularised the Mouse interface, despite lacking a shared connection standard. 
Point and click adventures opened new worlds for one-handed play.  

 
 
The 1983 Nintendo Famicom gamepad sounded the death knell for the Atari 
joystick standard. Using familiar Game and Watch controls, integral start and 
select buttons, and a flat design that suited some one-handed players well (at a 
stretch), this gamepad changed history.  
 

 
 
For others, the small controls caused instant problems. Some useful options 
would follow, such as the Ultech 3 Meijin-kun one-hand joystick adapter and 
ASCII L5 one-hand controller in 1989. Both aimed at Japanese RPG and strategy 
gamers.  
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In Western markets, the repackaged NES was not even compatible with sibling 
Famicom controllers. 
 
SEGA would follow in the controller complexity race with the Megadrive, here still 
using Atari standard ports, but non-standard circuitry to get the extra buttons. The 
following Nintendo Super Famicom added more buttons again. One handed 
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gaming was starting to require increasingly dextrous control even if you could find 
a deliberately made one-handed controller. 
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ASCII released many one-handed controllers including for the original Playstation 
in 1997. The ASCII Grip worked with most pre analogue stick games and had two 
remappable rear buttons. The mid-80s drummer they refer to in this advert is Def 
Leppard’s Rick Allen if you didn’t know. 
 

https://youtu.be/0UIB9Y4OFPs?t=245
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USB: A new hope was emerging with the 1996 Universal Serial Bus standard. 
Designed to make connecting all sorts of peripherals to computers easier. But 
would these potential benefits take off, and follow through to game consoles? 
 

 
1997 Reality Quest release “The Glove” with digital, 
simulated analogue and 1 stick analogue modes. Available 
for the N64 and Playstation, it required a lot of wrist 
movement and would be quite tiring to use very quickly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1997 was a difficult year for one-hand game accessibility for two reasons. Firstly, 
Sony released the Dualshock controller, their most complex to date with two sticks 
and 17 buttons. Secondly, it was a huge success. Just not for one-handed 
players. 
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Meanwhile, the mobile phone gaming world started to take shape. From Nokia’s 
snake to the use of JAVA and the 1999 Japanese i-Mode Games standard, with 
many purely thumb-controlled games becoming popular. 
 
Sony stuck with their original Playstation console connector for the 2000 
Playstation 2. The PS2 ended up with an impressive array of 3rd party one-hand 
game controllers. Mostly these were Japanese controllers aimed at RPG 
adventurers, Baseball strategists and Super Robot War aficionados. As with the 
Atari, many adapters would surface to make Playstation controllers work on other 
games machines. 
 
The 2000 Dragonplus RPG ambidextrous controller was so popular that the 
controller was remade years later under the guidance of Consoles and Gadgets in 
Scotland who retain the patent as I understand. 
 

 

 

https://archive.org/details/complete-guide-to-i-mode-gameshiresscans600dpi/Complete%20Guide%20to%20i-mode%20Games%20%28Searchable%29/mode/2up
https://youtu.be/4rbt3yWvgh0
https://www.consolesandgadgets.co.uk/
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Top left: A HORI Separate controller including a right-handed method of playing. 
 
Top right: A HORI Super Robot Wars Controller, aimed at left-hand use. 
 
Bottom left: a Mini Dance mat for finger play.  
 
Bottom right: an ASCII Grip V2. Lacking two sticks was a problem for many games 
despite a button to change stick modes between left-stick, right-stick or d-pad. 
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2005 Microsoft launch the Xbox 360 with restricted USB ports forcing a proprietary 
authentication chip check. This technical barrier formed a walled garden that 
severely hampered controller diversity, the opposite of USB access on PCs 
running Windows. Eventually, by hook or by crook, people found a way to 
circumnavigate this so that they could better enjoy Xbox games. 
 
2006 UK game accessibility focussed website OneSwitch.org.uk starts selling One 
Handed controllers from £10 (about $8) each. It also shared news of new controllers 
on its blog, which continues to this day (2022). 
 

 

 
 

https://oneswitch.org.uk/art.php?id=89
https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/search/label/one-handed
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In 2006 Nintendo went against the grain of ever more buttons and sticks when they 
released the motion tracking Wii remote. It was a massive success opening new 
markets. This said, not all could manage the accurate gestures required. The plug-
in Nunchuk added a further barrier.  
 

 
 
Of note, some games gave multiple controller options. With Madden 08, EA Sports 
introduced a “Family Play” (later called “All Play” in later titles) mode which gave the 
option for one or two-handed play. FIFA 10 gave a point and click method of play 
with auto-running. These were hugely beneficial, and all too rare, considerations. 
 

 

 

https://web.archive.org/web/20120123020743/http:/www.game-accessibility.com/forum/viewtopic.php?id=13
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2006 USA based engineer Ben Heck builds an Xbox 360 one-handed controller. 
This would be the first of many scratch built controllers, including clamp on one-
hand gadgets for some arcade pinball and video game machines. His one-handed 
controller videos have collectively been viewed millions of times. 
 

 
 
 
2007 The iPhone release and popularity, alongside Android, changes mobile 
gaming forever. One-finger or one-finger and thumb accessible games gain 
massive success, including Candy Crush, Fruit Ninja, Flappy Birds and Angry 
Birds. 
 
 
2008 The Ben Heck designed eDimensional Access Controller is released for the 
PS2, PS3 and PC. This wireless controller with swappable control modules sold 
for around $140 with some of the profits going to good causes. In 2010 Sony 
rolled out update 3.50 for the PS3 with a worrying claim that some 3rd party 
controllers may “ignite or explode, resulting in injury or damage to the user, your 
PlayStation3…, or other property”. At a broad stroke many previously working 
devices became useless on the PS3. This included the Access Controller despite 
it not using a rechargeable battery. 

 

 
 

https://www.benheck.com/single-handed-xbox-360-controller/
https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/2015/03/one-handed-pinball-almost-any-machine.html?q=ben+heck
https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/2015/07/one-handed-arcade-mod.html?q=ben+heck
https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/2008/06/edimensional-access-controller-on-sale.html
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A comparatively dry spell followed for mass produced solutions, with many people 
relying on an ever dwindling supply of PS2 era controllers with adapters. During 
this time many curious and ingenious D.I.Y. one-handed controller ideas were 
shared on-line. Many never made it much further. 
 

      
 

      
 

        

A tiny sample of home prototypes created for one-hand play from the early 21st 

century, shared on the OneSwitch blog. 3D printing would become one of the 

most important areas for one handed controller experiments. 
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~2010 Evil Controllers start to sell one-hand focussed controllers in the USA. They 
remain one of the most consistent outfits, with a steadily expanding range. 
 

  
 
The Controller Project is started in 2012 by Caleb Kraft. It’s mission to 3D print (and 
sometimes design) any solution they can to help Disabled gamers for free or 
drastically reduced cost using a worldwide volunteer network. They also run 3D 
print design competitions to encourage new ideas. 10 years later, this valuable work 
continues apace. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20141211072652/http:/www.evilcontrollers.com/products/accessible-controllers.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20101219121946/http:/www.evilcontrollers.com/products/lefty-modded-controller.html
https://www.prusaprinters.org/social/77525-caleb-kraft/collections/104951
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In late 2015 Controller Remapping options start to roll out for the PS4 and Xbox 
One and have happily continued into the PS5, Xbox S/X and Nintendo switch 
generation. Remapping has remained rather limited however. 
 

  
 

 
 

As of 2022, very little has improved in console system level controller remapping. 
Apple iOS and Android have nothing. The following would help: 
 

• Full remapping including analogue controls to buttons, and vice versa. 

• Analogue sensitivity adjustment. 

• Fast profile swapping. 

• SHIFT options to give buttons a secondary control. 

• Auto-fire or latching. 
 

• Nintendo Switch features such as the ability to remap capture/share, and the 
facility to disable individual controls. 

• PlayStation and Xbox to ensure that the options/menu button can be 
remapped to a more comfortable position. 

 

• An Xbox like co-pilot feature allowing two controllers to be used as one 
straight from the operating system. 

  

https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/2015/10/xbox-one-and-ps4-accessibility-boosts.html
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In 2016 OneSwitch developed a method of converting a Sony PS3 Navigation 
controller into a far more powerful one-hand controller thanks to the Titan adapter. 
Various joystick modes including driving and exploring could be reached from the 
joystick via a special SHIFT button.  
 
Alongside Celtic Magic, this morphed into the Game Control Mixer system the 
following year. This enabled anyone using 1 joystick and 1 or more buttons a way 
to reach all controls. A One Handed version and a game book of ideas for 1 stick 
and 2 button play followed. Finding games that are possible to play with a small 
number of controls remains a challenge on game consoles. 
 

  
 

  
 
 

https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/2017/12/game-controller-mixer-december-update.html
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2017 Julio “Vexelius” Vázquez created a simple 3D printed joiner to make a full one 
handed controller for his friend Rami Wehbe. The left or right-handed joiner options 
make a one-hand controller out of two Nintendo Switch Joy-Cons. This freely 
available 3D print design can be sourced ready made from eBay and The Controller 
Project. Some players have complained of the comfort level with such tiny controls 
in one hand, but it remains an excellent option to at least try. 
 

  
 

 
2017 Virtual Reality came into the mainstream with the launch of PSVR on PS4, 
and with various PC options. A handful of PSVR games, including Gran Turismo 
Sport and Resident Evil 7 included a Dualshock option. No hand tracking required. 
Just standard PS4 controls. An empowering option normally missing in VR gaming. 
 
Also in 2017, the WalkinVR project explored some interesting experiments in one-
handed VR use via software assist modes. VR poses an on-going struggle for 
physically disabled gamers.  
 
 
2017 Microsoft Co-Pilot is launched as an update to the Xbox One operating 
system. It mimics long-established hardware techniques of merging two controllers 
to appear as one. This meant that some one-handed players could hold a controller 
in one hand and use a second controller with a foot to reach more controls. Or just 
play as a team. A forever useful feature, sadly lacking from other consoles. 
 
 

 
 

2018 Saw the release of the Xbox Adaptive Controller (XAC). This device allows for 
a wide range of joysticks and accessibility switches to be used alone or alongside 

file:///C:/Users/onesw/Dropbox/BOOK/REFERENCE%20MATERIAL/ARCHIVE/VARIOUS/AREAS%20of%20ACCESS/CONTROLLERS/ONE%20HANDED/-%20https:/switchgaming.blogspot.com/2018/02/nintendo-switch-one-handed.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mdy1tzSMVyQ
https://www.ebay.co.uk/usr/kar1os
https://thecontrollerproject.com/
https://thecontrollerproject.com/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wsgbs9y3xhsi0td/VR%20and%20AR%20gaming.pdf?dl=0
https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/2017/07/walkinvr.html
https://youtu.be/D4y_Bb3UZ1I
https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/2017/02/xbox-one-co-pilot-accessibility-feature.html?q=co-pilot+2017
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a standard gamepad controller in co-pilot mode. Around this time Pdp supplied a 
USB One-Handed Joystick with three buttons which has since been discontinued.  
 
Thanks to the fairly open nature of the XAC interface, the likes of OneSwitch in the 
UK and HitClic in France have been able to make similar hand-built solution. 
 

  
 
 
Throughout the USB era, the far less restricted Windows PC platform saw a 
massive array of controllers and methods for more accessible gaming. One such 
example is the Azeron pictured below with 24 to 29 programmable keys. 
 

 
 
 
2020 Xbox release their new generation Xbox series S/X, keeping backward 
compatibility with Xbox One era controllers and features. A massive instant boost 
for accessibility in one stroke, with no need to go back to square one. 
  

https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/2021/11/wii-nunchuk-mod-for-xbox-adaptive.html
https://hitclic.fr/
https://www.azeron.eu/
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2021 Two RPG games from Square Enix, Bravely Default II (Nintendo Switch) and 
NieR Replicant (PS4 and PS5) came with a far too rare one handed play mode. 
Not perfect, Bravely Default one-hand mode was left-hand only, and NieR 
Replicant did not move the Options button into easier reach for left-hand play, but 
much appreciated, nonetheless. Many games offer extremely beneficial easier 
play modes, but seldom reduce the controls down so that play is possible with one 
half of a controller. 
 

 
 

 
 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bravely_Default_2
https://youtu.be/7qIYELlsg54
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2021 and 2022 Akaki Kuumeri releases some of the most advanced one-handed 
3D printed snap-on adapters yet seen for the PS4, PS5 and Xbox. Some of these 
3D prints can be downloaded from Prusa Printers, bought ready made from Etsy 
or requested for free or at cost from The Controller Project. 
 

   
 

  
 

   
 
Previous snap on adapters have normally been for far simpler controllers. These 
3D prints are today trying to deal with some of the most complex gamepads ever 
made. They are not perfect, in my experience, with stick centring issues, the high 
level of dexterity needed, and on my PS4 prints, some controls being 
unintentionally pressed. Fettling, patience and practice is required to get the best 
out of these. That these work at all is something of a miracle. 
 
It must be said however, that things are a long way from the 1980s for choice and 
availability for one hand console gamers. 
 

https://www.prusaprinters.org/social/106360-akaki/prints
https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/AkakiKuumeri?ref=simple-shop-header-name&listing_id=1155915138&section_id=37203905
https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/2022/01/the-controller-project-3d-at-prints.html
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OneSwitch.org.uk recommendations in 2022 

 
1. Improve System Level control remapping: as previously outlined, 

controller remapping options could be significantly improved. iOS and 
Android have nothing for gamepads. Xbox and PlayStation system 
remapping remains very basic with no way to reposition critical menu 
buttons. Consider one-handed players. 

 
2. Help customers to find suitable games: offer in-store filters so players 

can filter out games that require more buttons, joysticks and/or gesture 
tracking than they can manage. And if making a game, do share precisely 
what controls are needed at a bare minimum to play and navigate menus. 

 
3. Someone remake the Dragonplus RPG one handed controller for the 

modern-era or something like it: This is one of the most requested 
controllers, has an ambidextrous design, and does not require wrist, arm, 
nor shoulder movement to play. Ideally sell it for a comparable price with 
standard gamepads as was the case in the 1980s to early 2000s. 
 

4. Offer a one-handed play option in games: can your game be played with 
just the left side or just the right-side of a standard gamepad? If so, this can 
bring access benefits to many beyond one-handed gamers 
 

5. Be aware of what’s out there already:  
 
News on one handed gaming can be found at the likes of the OneSwitch 
blog and SpecialEffect. And new things to keep an eye on such as 
ByoWave’s Proteus controller and @Darkcola’s motion control project. 

https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/search/label/one-handed
https://switchgaming.blogspot.com/search/label/one-handed
https://gameaccess.info/tag/single-hand/
https://byowave.io/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1hw0xyTzJIldlda0AF-GVA
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Loan libraries and assessment services such as at SpecialEffect, NMA 
Gaming and Everyone Can. These are great places to ask for more help, 
and there are many more. 
 
Funding help can be found from various UK charities, AbleGamers and 
beyond.  
 
Where you can get one handed controllers to keep such as from The 
Controller Project, OneSwitch, HitClic, Evil Controllers and Warfighter 
Engaged.  

 
 

6. Keep thinking about what might improve things further. Better one-hand 
accessible control options are there to be found in the future. And perhaps, 
one day, platform controller access can be more open again. 

 
 

 
  

https://www.specialeffect.org.uk/
https://www.nmagaming.nl/
https://www.nmagaming.nl/
https://www.everyonecan.org.uk/
https://www.oneswitch.org.uk/links.php#atfundinghelp
https://thecontrollerproject.com/
https://thecontrollerproject.com/
https://www.oneswitch.org.uk/art.php?id=89
https://hitclic.fr/
https://web.archive.org/web/20141211072652/http:/www.evilcontrollers.com/products/accessible-controllers.html
https://warfighterengaged.org/
https://warfighterengaged.org/
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